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Unit 
Learning Goal(s): 

Unit 6: Chemical Equilibrium: Students will understand the difference between the types of Keq; 
the use of Q & its purpose in equilibrium; how to calculate Q values & use those values to determine 
the shift of the equilibrium; how to write the equilibrium expression & solve for the constant;  how 
to use an ICE chart when solving equilibrium problems; & all of the tenets of LeChatelier’s principle 
and what will happen to a system that undergoes a stress described here, including what will happen 
to K with a change in temperature in both endo- and exo- thermic reactions. 
  LO 6.1 The student is able to, given a set of experimental observations regarding physical, chemical biological, or 
environmental processes that are reversible, construct an explanation that connects the observations to the reversibility of 
the underlying chemical reactions or processes. (13.1-7) 
   LO 6.2 The student can, given a manipulation of a chemical reaction or set of reactions (e.g. reversal of reaction or 
addition of two reactions), determine the effects of that manipulation on Q or K. (13.4-6) 
   LO 6.3 The student can connect kinetics to equilibrium by using reasoning about equilibrium, such as Le Châtelier’s 
Principle, to infer the relative rates of the forward and reverse reactions. (13.7) 
   LO 6.4 The student can, given a set of initial conditions (concentrations or partial pressures) and the equilibrium 
constant, K, use the tendency of Q to approach K to predict and justify the prediction as to whether the reaction will 
proceed toward products or reactants as equilibrium is approached. (13.5) 
   LO 6.5 The student can, given data (tabular, graphical, etc.) from which the state of a system at equilibrium can be 
obtained, calculate the equilibrium constant, K. (Sec 13.3, 5-6) 
   LO 6.6 The student can, given a set of initial conditions (concentrations or partial pressures) and the equilibrium 
constant, K, use stoichiometric relationships and the law of mass action (Q equals K at equilibrium) to determine 
qualitatively and/or quantitatively the conditions at equilibrium for a system involving a single reversible reaction. (13.5-6) 
   LO 6.7 The student is able, for a reversible reaction that has a large or small K to determine which chemical species will 
have very large versus very small concentrations at equilibrium. (13.2) 
   LO 6.8 The student is able to use Le Châtelier’s Principle to predict the direction of the shift resulting from various 
possible stresses on a system at chemical equilibrium. (13.7) 
   LO 6.9 The student is able to use Le Châtelier’s Principle to design a set of conditions that will optimize a desired 
outcome, such as product yield. (13.7) 
   LO 6.10 The student is able to connect Le Châtelier’s Principle to the comparison of Q to K by explaining the effects of 
the stress on Q and K. (13.7) 
 

Daily 
Learning 
Goal(s): 

  Students will learn how to correctly use an ICE chart for equilibrium problems. 
   The student can, given a set of initial conditions (concentrations or partial pressures) and the equilibrium constant, K, use 
the tendency of Q to approach K to predict and justify the prediction as to whether the reaction will proceed toward 
products or reactants as equilibrium is approached. 

Activities: 

  Check and Review HW 
  Finish Equilibrium I PP 
   Writing the Equilibrium Expression 
   Using ICE Charts to find concentrations  
  Start Equilibrium II PP- What is Q? How to use Q to predict direction of reaction shift? 

Homework      Equilibrium I WS #12-13;  Equilibrium II WS #1-3 
Standards or 
Frameworks: 

LO 6.1; LO 6.2; LO 6.3; LO 6.4; LO 6.5; LO 6.6; LO 6.7; LO 6.8; LO 6.9; LO 6.10 
 


